Results of Parent Survey December 2020
199
replies
My child enjoys
being in school
My child feels
safe in school
My child makes
good progress
My child is
taught well at
this school
There is a good
remote learning
system in place
My child is well
cared for at
school
Homework is
appropriate for
their age
This school
manages
behaviour of
pupils well
The school
responds well to
any issues I raise
This school deals
effectively
with bullying
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31%
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This school works
hard to engage
with families and
community
This school
demonstrates its
Christian values
in its everyday
work and ethos

65%
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9%
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8%

0%

0%

May not total 100% due to rounding

Selection of Positive Comments Received











****is happy at school so I'm happy, she feels comfortable and confident and
is proud to be a St Luke’s student. I feel she improves each year academically
and is supported very well from school
***** loves to be at school. He is happy and growing in confidence with each
year that passes.
Your school is amazing and all the staff. We love being part of Hanley St
Luke’s family thank you 😊
My daughter loves coming to this school and I know she is very well cared for
at all times.
Moved from ***** and all children have settled amazingly well and love their
school and their teachers.
I am very happy with the education and more that **** receives. The home
learning since March has been excellent. The school have responded quickly
and very well to the constantly changing covid situation and I am happy to
follow their lead.
Always worked well with me with any issues I’ve had with **** at school.
Absolutely brilliant.
My child is v happy in school she wakes up jolly and excited for school

Our survey was overwhelmingly positive as the percentages in the first two
columns show and the selection of positive comments. However, we are always
striving to improve and constantly review our practice, taking into account the
feedback we receive throughout the year, including results of surveys. We had
very few comments suggesting improvements or dissatisfaction but where we
did, they were related to these areas:




Amount of homework set
Safety relating to general COVID situation and not the school’s safety
procedures.
Specific issues with individual children which we’d hope to resolve with
parents directly at the time of the concern.

You can be assured that all of your feedback helps us to
develop our School Improvement Plan as we continue to
strive to provide the best education we possibly can for
your children.
Thank you to all who took the time to respond.

